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Armco Joists may be the answer to your next project, too. They're available from Riopelle Engineering Sales, Inc., 8817 West Lynx Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53225. For your copy of the Armco Joist Catalog, write Armco Steel Corporation, Department K-443, 7000 Roberts Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64125.

Falls Plaza Shopping Center, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
Contractor: Jerome A. Bence, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
Fabricator: Acme Iron & Steel Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Joist Supplier: Riopelle Engineering Sales, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Here's Fresh Green in Kohler's 6-foot Caribbean tub with safety grip rails. The toilet is the low-silhouette, smartly styled Rochelle; with the bidet as a companion piece.

In foreground: the Lady Vanity, a shampoo lavatory that can double as a baby bath.

Alterna fittings, in gold electroplate, feature four sets of changeable accent inserts. Water controls for bath tub are the Rite-Temp, single-control unit that maintains water temperature despite changes in water pressure.

For more great bath, powder room, and kitchen ideas write Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. 53044.
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This year's convention of the Wisconsin Chapter, The American Institute of Architects, was held again at the Playboy Club in Lake Geneva on April 24 through 26.

Over eight hundred architects, guests and building supply exhibitors came to Lake Geneva to participate in the excellent program titled Awareness, Analysis, Action — Architectural Attitudes '73.

Ronald G. Bowen, chairman of the convention, and members of his committee, Ross T. Potter, Gene Cravillon, Mark Pfaller, Paul Graven, Fred Zimmermann, Wayne Haney, Brian Larson and Noble Rose; Jan Johnson of Women's Architectural League of Milwaukee and Betty McLean of Western WAL, and members of the exhibitors committee, Jim Osborne, Art Shannon and Paul Bronson, must find great satisfaction in the positive responses that have come forth from architects and exhibitors alike.

A year of careful planning and hard work by the convention committee, the staff of the Chapter, the exhibitors committee, Public Relations Council and the ladies of Women's Architectural League came to fruition in a very successful convention.

The professional program was timely and the speakers had their own contribution to make regarding the architects' concern for a central say in the quality of the physical environment. William J. Geddis, FAIA, Vice-President and Director of The Architects Collaborative of Cambridge, Massachusetts, outlined a method by which each practitioner can participate in the shaping of a better environment regardless of the size of his office or the size of his projects.

Ulrich Franzen, FAIA, concerned himself with architecture itself, its developments in history and his own development as an architect, firmly believing that an architect's contribution to society lies in his buildings per se and not in solving problems on the periphery of architecture.

Archibald C. Rogers, FAIA, author of the AIA National Growth Policy, represented the activist architect, speaking about the growth policy, its implications and the progress that is being made in its implementation.

The highlight of this year's convention evening programs was the Honor Awards Banquet for which Raymond D. Crites, FAIA, juror, returned for the presentation of the awards.

The Penthouse party was fun and the comedian worked hard at his impersonations. There were parties and plenty of socializing and the hospitality room of the WAL was a welcome spot to stop, get acquainted and relax with the girls entre nous. Ron Bowen predicted in his introduction in the March/April issue: "You will be enthusiastic about this year's convention." He was right. We are.
G. A. D. Schuett, immediate past President of WAIA and recently elected Regional Director of the North Central States Region of AIA, in conversation with Archibald Rogers, President of The American Institute of Architects.

Louis Lundgren and his lovely daughter, Cherry, at the Regional Directors' luncheon.

Alan C. Carlson, Executive Director of WAIA, checking with the information center in the exhibit area.

Mary King, Chris Gruber (seated) and Sydnee Serno of WAIA offices managed registrations with remarkable ease and even posed for our photographer.

The lecture hall was crowded for all seminars.

The WAIA Honor Award displays attracted many viewers.

10. Len Widen and wife investigating a model in the Student booth.

11. Members of WAL enjoying each other at the hospitality suite.

12. The walking luncheon scene in the exhibit area.

13. Walker Patton, Secretary-Treasurer of WAIA, at the annual membership meeting.

14. President Smith at the Honor Awards banquet.
15. Raymond D. Crites, member of this year's Honor Awards Jury, returned for the awards presentations.

16. Members of the Office of Fitzhugh Scott and guests enjoying the Awards banquet speaker.

17. Mr. and Mrs. William Wenzler and guests at the banquet.

18. Office of John J. Flad and Associates and guests at the banquet.

19. Entertainment at the Penthouse amused the band and audience alike.
Before we look at the too-limited world of architecture, I wish to discuss with you ways whereby we architects can enlarge our painfully small sphere of influence, areas where we can increase our scope and become involved with the total environment, which I submit is the greatest challenge facing the profession today.

The total environment is the aggregate of all the external conditions and influences that affect the capacities of the life-support systems and major ecosystems in the biosphere which is the habitat of all human life.

The problems of the core city are not shared by either the doomsday critics or those who work in the city by day and then escape to the surrounding bedroom suburbs. The city has been left to the new arrivals, who have to shift for themselves in finding housing, jobs, and a minimal education for their children.

Furthermore, the vitality of the people who live in our inadequate cities remains untapped as their frustration continues, due to inadequate planning, lack of services, increased unemployment and continuing inflation.

The diagnosis may be slow death for the urban centers. Our cities will die unless we change our indifference and unconcern.

Even the once beautiful abundant countryside faces a similar fate. Ill-planned and irresponsible growth threatens the very essential life systems we used to take so much for granted: the toxic air we frequently cannot breathe and we can no longer swim in many of our rivers.

Our green spaces appear to be diminishing rapidly as the rush in search of cheaper land moves outward from the suburbs.

To compound further the problems of our environment, scientists predict a vast increase of energy consumption in the U.S. A. In fact, between now and the year 2001, this country will consume more energy than it has in its entire history.

What can we do and is there any hope? If one observes the apathy of our political leaders, one has grave doubts.

If one listens to a few courageous voices, some in our profession, and listen, supports and implements their programs by personal involvement and commitment, there may be some encouragement.

We as architects have aspired to create a better (man-made) environment for all individuals. Through this, we expect to alleviate poverty, housing shortages, human suffering and social injustice. Society can benefit only when we as a nation establish national priorities to put our own house in order with the appropriate funding, use of skills, and implementation strategies to "cause things to happen." Although peace is now in hand, I do not observe any major national commitment emerging to reallocate our resources to the solution of our urban ills and national problems.

Our domestic problems should now be our first priority. The technology is available and the environmental designers-planners, architects and engineers are ready to restore and create appropriate environments. If our profession of architecture is indeed serious and dedicated to a commitment of creating a better environment, we must drastically adjust our attitudes and firmly commit ourselves to change, responsibility, leadership and accountability. With such priorities, the profession needs to develop new competencies, new methods, and new associations to meet the challenges. Many multi-disciplined teams, skilled in large-scale planning, management, problem solving, design, technology and delivery systems will be required.

Based on personal experience of fourteen years on a planning commission and seven as chairman, I believe that our urban problems can be solved by a dynamic process of community development which may take at least ten years to significantly alter the years of our national and personal neglect. This involves four basic elements:

1) **Community Involvement** is necessary in the planning process. The urban renewal and highway programs of the past have ignored and disenfranchised the people. We must now design communities for the most desirable use of the community as a whole, and it should be the people who should decide what is most desirable.

2) **Appropriate funding** sources must obviously come from the Federal Government. The cost of rebuilding America will be costly but certainly not out of reach. A national commitment will be necessary, coupled with a significant increase in taxes.

3) **Professional skills**: The role of the planner embraces the social and economic policy planning, and physical planning is the task of the designer. Both must be engaged and integrated in a synergistic process for
total planning.

4) Action and implementation: To avoid red tape and support action on the new urban programs, there are two successful devices which can cause things to happen:

1) The metropolitan and regional planning councils embracing core cities and their surrounding communities.

2) The state development corporations, such as the UDC of New York which acquires land, engages consultants and selects developers to carry out projects.

I support a broader planning base beyond those found in the individual community, especially in the areas of disposal, water, sewerage, transportation, parks and recreation. Through regionalization, the now limiting, archaic zoning by-laws, building codes and subdivision regulations can be simplified and standardized.

Only with a national commitment and a synergistic process which I have outlined, can we hope to have any impact on the shaping of the total environment of our great country.

The second part of my dual role here this morning since I have now completed discussing the greatest challenge facing the profession today — "The total environment" is to recommend to you areas where as architects can become involved in action programs and broaden and improve your practice.

In this era of change, I would like to offer specific suggestions, some of which are generally unavailable in a professional curriculum, and they cover the following principal areas, which are community involvement, quality of design, knowledge of new tools, and professional activity.

A) Community involvement: Become involved as a leader in action programs which will benefit humanity. Find opportunities to serve in government or at the community level, in decision making, on planning and redevelopment commissions, on housing authorities, design review boards and conservation commissions. Become a community activist in offering your time and ideas in the promotion of good design. Speak out against the forces which support bad design and overbuilding.

B) Quality of design: Improve the design quality of all your work. Become not just an architect of minimum competence, but an outstanding professional.

My architectural philosophy attempts to be a forthright response to the client's functional needs, clearly interpreted in the creation of mature, sensitive building forms which seek to understand human values and social requirements.

C) Knowledge of new tools: Develop professional and technical understanding of the following important tools: 1) The use of the computer in making available better solutions to "we the form-givers" of the environment (and in developing better answers) to the problems of our clients and the often-forgotten user. 2) Include systems analysis as a part of your professional approach and problem-solving capability. 3) Recognize the importance of economics in the design of both simple and complex projects. Our work must meet not only the initial funding requirements but the client's profit incentives as well.

The responsibility of bringing a complex project within the budget is no longer an intuitive charade, but a complex difficult process. The economic aspects seem at times to be overemphasized by the new breed of construction managers. It is quite important that we architects understand and master the manifestations of cost control so that the irresponsible image we are unjustly given by the construction industry is changed to one of respect, responsibility and competence. We must improve our image, especially in estimating, however, I believe quality of design is of prime importance and these tools should be used only as tools and not to overwhelm the aesthetic issues.

Although our individual practices vary considerably, the goals I have spelled out do not rule out the small practitioner with a limited force from becoming a strong participant in large scale work. He can become involved in designing housing systems, undertaking research, health systems, transportation and community facilities. He may find it necessary to associate or form joint ventures with organizations offering skills not supplied by his own firm without being overwhelmed.

On the smaller scale, many opportunities in urban areas are available for developer-architects: aging, commercial loft buildings in my city have been transformed into quality shops and residences by imaginative architects. Search for buildings ready for demolition and investigate the possibility of re-use or relocation to another site.

My architectural philosophy attempts to be a forthright response to the client's functional needs, clearly interpreted in the creation of mature, sensitive building forms which seek to understand human values and social requirements.

D) Professional activity: Participate in your chapter's programs and in the professional schools in your area.

When I observe education, many architectural schools are in the process of providing an education, as contrasted to training, with the goal that students will be able to assume positions of responsibility ten or fifteen years from now. I maintain that this is too long a period to wait.

Students should be educated so that after a short period beyond graduation, they are capable and responsive to taking on major responsibilities. It is a pity that, with the present inadequacies of internship and opportunity, one is close to forty before attaining a truly responsible position. This is mainly the fault of the profession. The majority of offices have a no-hire policy. Try hiring a student this summer. I'm sure that if you are patient, your office will benefit.

The top business schools have an average of four job offers for each upcoming graduate. Why can't we do as well?

Our profession is changing rapidly, but many architects find are not keeping pace and improving their competence to cope with the changes. We cannot solve the complicated world problems with yesterday's thinking. Architects have been challenged to build faster, cheaper and better to cope with new complex planning and design requirements. New techniques and competencies have been developed outside of the profession. We must be knowledgeable of these new tools and understand their use.

Finally, I would like to close this lecture with a quotation from one of my partners, the late Walter Gropius, who said: "The kinship of regional architectural expression which we so much desire will greatly depend on the creative development of teamwork. We have abandoned already the morbid hunt after styles. We have started to develop together certain attitudes and principles which reflect the new way of life of twentieth century man. We have understood that designing our physical environment does not mean to apply a fixed set of aesthetics, but embodies rather a continuous inner growth. A conviction which recreates truth continually in the service of mankind."
The National Growth Policy started in the Urban Design Committee of the AIA ten years ago. When we first began to theorize with Urban Design, rather simplistically, as being larger than architecture and then tried to put our theories into practice, we found out there in the real world something called politics. And we soon discovered that to get these Urban Design projects actually built, one had to do what I call political design. And then we discovered something called the System, which operates under conventional ground rules, and we found that very little could be done even with appropriate support from the politicians without changing the System.

So, we then really set about just three years ago at looking hard at what could be done, what should be done to change the ground rules, as we call it, toward improving the quality of our built environment.

As I go around the country talking to reporters who are cynical and those who are not, the question comes up what is in it for you architects? And the temptation is to say, well nothing, we are just trying to help the country. But the more you look at it, the more you see that there is something in it for the architect. I do not know that it has much to do with his purse. But I think most architects going into the field would accept that if they really wanted to become millionaires, there are better and quicker ways of doing it. So they will accept a somewhat lower potential for economic reward in exchange for a heightened potential for a creative reward. And on the latter I think we have been short-changed by the present System. So, if we can change the ground rules toward a high quality environment, we can achieve a higher level of creative satisfaction. And in this case, I believe, that what is good for the architect is indeed good for our country.

So we have an objective in mind. First of all, we believe that we are talking about the important issue of improving the quality of life in this country, that part which is affected by the physical environment. We, therefore, seek to change the ground rules toward the building new and rebuilding in ways that would enlarge our freedom, so that we may live where we wish and how we wish. And to do this by developing a mosaic of community architecture which meets two new or perhaps very old criteria. First, a community architecture that is in equilibrium with its natural setting that pays back into nature's bank what it takes out instead of, as is the case today, replenish this bank with pollutants. The second criteria, one more difficult to deal with, is a community architecture in sympathy with its use in society. As good as many buildings and projects are from a functional point of view, they are dismal failures when judged by those who use them in terms of their ability to renew themselves, to be creative, to be a person within the adamant environment that we have created.

To accomplish this objective, we must change the ground rules. Today these functions act as a series of sieves and the architect and other designers find very quickly that their alternative concepts, as imaginative and good as they may be, filter through a political sieve, an economic sieve, a technological sieve, etc., etc. Indeed, the sophisticated client under the present system often selects his architect on the basis of his ability to predict very quickly what that surviving concept is going to be and get on with it. The result of this is fairly clear. We have created a physical chaos. This has been criticized by architects, critics and others. I am not sure that chaos in itself is an inappropriate expression for a pluralistic democracy such as ours. But we have done something that is unique in the history of civilization. Chaos by definition should be exciting and ours is very dull. The reason for that is that the sieves function pretty much the same around this country and, therefore, the concepts that filter through are pretty much the same. We mindlessly replicate our apartment projects, shopping centers, our subdivisions in the same way, but in a very chaotic way.

If we then are to change the ground rules, we need a coherent strategy and we call this a strategy for building a better America.
To make this strategy operate properly we need to have a clear idea of where we are going and what our target will be 10 and 20 years from now.

Out of this time of turbulence, and as hard as it may seem, we do have the dynamic for creating in our nation our first golden age. And, this, I think, has some historical evidence. While not all of this golden age has to do with architecture or new communities, we can help in dealing with this aspect of it.

We must understand the potential and what has to be done to achieve it. We propose a policy that has these essential strategies: A conservation strategy that will look to conserving our natural resources which are irreplaceable, look to conserving energy in a way we design not only our buildings but our cars and transportation systems, that will look to conserve those features of our environment such as the quality of air and water. A conservation strategy that will conserve our historic resources including not only our old but many fine pieces of architecture.

Secondly, we need a transportation policy looking to reduce the dependence we have on a single mode of transportation today. And we need a fiscal policy as number three, so that incentives and disincentives are created and our tax laws will serve toward improving the quality and freeing up options for us both locational and stylistic. Fourthly, we need a community development policy. This has to do with strategies for locating new communities and for rebuilding existing neighborhoods in ways that will break down the barriers that now exist between the inner city and the suburbs, in ways that will restore some equality between a very large and a very small metropolitan area and indeed ways that bring back some of the values we nostalgically yearn for under the general term of "small town America," neighborhood or what have you. We need a housing policy within this community development strategy. We recommend that we move toward subsidizing the users of housing and move away from subsidizing the producers of housing. We need a strategy for land use which will indicate the criteria that make land suitable for development as opposed to that land which should not be developed. We need finally an overall policy which puts all of these strategies together, so that they work together instead of at odds which is now the case.

Do we have the resources to do it? Yes. We have to accommodate 80 million bodies by the year 2000. 60 million of these will be added to the population by the year 2000 even under the present lowest fertility rate in history in this country. Some 20 million of our present population are ill-housed and must be re-housed. The essential tool for rebuilding this country during the next 27 years inheres in this new market, which by and large is an affluent market. We rebuilt this country in the 25 years since World War II. We just did not do it very well. We will rebuild this country in the next three decades. The question is not whether we will, but how well we can do it.

We use as our tactical tool for implementing this strategy in what we call the "growth unit." We have been abused for calling it the growth unit but we are stuck with the term. We are talking here about new neighborhoods and renewed neighborhoods on a scale of 500 to 3000 housing units, including all other facilities such as education and cultural, employment, shopping, etc., to make them true communities as opposed to conventional housing subdivisions.

We recommend that the government put together 5 billion dollars to acquire one million acres of cleared land within the 65 largest of our metropolitan areas. We believe at a density that is somewhat lower than customary in the inner city and somewhat higher than is customary in the suburbs, that these 1 million acres will accommodate about 1/3, or 20 million of the expected new population. We believe further that these 5 billion dollars — about what we are spending on the space program — are not a cost but an investment that will be repaid from appreciation of the values of the land acquired as it is planned and reconveyed to private enterprise for development.

The case I think is clear for a national policy. The elements of such a policy are clear. I believe that we are moving toward changing the ground rules. There is a shift toward subsidizing the user and getting out of subsidizing the producer of low income housing. There is a shift toward getting the Federal Government out of categorical programs and getting the states and localities into hard planning and development on a non-categorical basis. The question then is what will be our charge as we look to the reality for building a better America.

As to the equilibrium with nature, I think, that is fairly clear. It will be technically oriented and it will be experimental in many ways, for example, to use storm drainage maybe as part of an open park system, to separate our solids and wastes and have self-contained sewage disposal units and power generating it. It will conserve energy in everything we build. The more difficult question lies with the issue of a design that does satisfy the user. This goes beyond the standards of space, heat, light, etc., to the issue of the spirit of man. We have very little evidence as to how the species reacts to its physical shelter. Except: we know there is reaction. But we know certain things just because we are card carrying members of the species and I think that is helpful in looking at what we do now.

I think there are some clear guidelines in designing and design criteria. We should incorporate nature in everything we do and respect it. We should have an orderly and indeed a magnificent work of art which is the visual part of the skeleton of the infrastructure and we should allow for a very underdesigned architectural flesh depending from that skeleton.

If art is a form of incarnation for eternity and necessary to the daily hunger of our society, then of all the arts, the art of architecture and more importantly of community design is the most important. For you can turn off a record player, but our art is with us for better or for worse and for a very long time. I do hope that we will be able to make it for the better.
When your lecture chairman invited me to come, and pointed out that we would be at the Playboy Club, I naturally assumed I was being invited to a Bunny chase. Instead, I find myself surrounded by my peers. A sobering experience when one has travelled all the way from New York to what I hoped would be an environmental experience arranged by Hugh Hefner.

It is always difficult to talk to one's esteemed colleagues, creating the impression that here is one architect who knows what's going on. However, all appearances to the contrary, the reason I am here is that I am probably more confused about architecture today than anyone else.

I thought I would take this opportunity to talk about architecture. Strange as it may seem, it is a subject not often discussed. We belabor, instead, all the issues on the periphery of architecture. We work ourselves into a frenzy about all the problems of the profession: Housing, Advocacy Planning, Growth Policy, Computer Drafting, Social Architecture, etc., etc. These are all the heavy rhetoric required to show that you are relevant — whether at a jury, or with a client, or in an article in P.A. on the latest tub designed by a female computer.

I thought it might be interesting to discuss some of the ideas developed in the last few years, which propose to completely change architecture as we understand it.

Let me describe some of these major issues. I understand some of these have so intimidated the AIA Board that a new document is being prepared to make sure that the profession stays as modish as the times.

The future architect, according to this document, will, in addition to his present tasks, not only become the leader of social reform in his community, but also solve the economic problems of the poor, while at the same time his office will be a combination of Rand Corporation Think-Tank and Computer Center. If one had to undergo a sanity test and express these sentiments — the verdict would be commitment to an institution for paranoia.

Under the jubilant heading of "Life is right, the architect is wrong," the English magazine Architectural Design and Western Center of the anti-architecture movement published a review of a study by Philippe Boudon. This study is a documented record of the design of Corbusier's celebrated housing project at Pessac, built in 1927, and found to be substantially redesigned by the occupants in 1967.

The study records that the present occupants found their houses spacious and well laid out. Their wrath was directed at the aesthetics — Corbusier's schemes of the twenties — reminded the bourgeois occupants of Moorish architecture — or more precisely of the native architecture of the then French colony of Algeria.

The Mediterranean flavor of Le Corbusier's architecture was clearly a threat to middle-class pretensions of superiority over the natives. The houses were thus "personalized" over a period of 40 years by owners who were totally ignorant of architecture and especially Le Corbusier's star status.

The events at Pessac over the past 40 years are now having a major impact as examples of ego-tripping architects imposing their ideas on people. If a great man like Corbusier is not accepted by the ordinary people, then — what chance do you and I have?

Does architecture — the ordering of space, structure, plane and volume into useful, pleasing and sometimes poetic arrangements — have a moral or ideological obligation? This question has haunted modern architecture and is once again in the forefront.

If Le Corbusier's concept at Pessac was simply the most intelligent and appropriate solution at the time — then what is wrong with the occupants changing their houses later on, especially since they praised the design for the ease with which it could be altered to their tastes.

If Le Corbusier's concept was a moralistic notion, then indeed, the faith proclaimed has been rejected.

The belief that the architect is only a designer of consumer products and that the customer is always right has developed into a formidable position today. A position which is reinforced by the events at Pessac.

Herbert Gans, author of the Levittowners, the Venturis, and Reyner Banham, erstwhile architectural historian and now middle-aged pop critic, are suggesting that the All American House, carefully packaged to cater to consumer needs and wishes, is, in fact, not only the correct answer, but architecture as well.

The slide on your left shows every red-blooded American's dream house — the Cape Cod phony made of asbestos shingles and aluminum siding and owned by the bank. Thousands of acres of open land,
The slide on your right illustrates the reality of this fantasy, only too well. To the advocates of this silent majority architecture, preservation of green belts around our cities, the rationalizing of transportation problems, the need to discover new configurations for the human habitat, such as Corbusier’s work at Pessac, are all efforts motivated by idealism.

Idealism is disdained by the advocates of consumer architecture for it interferes with their essentially conservative, if not right wing position that change is dangerous.

Since for many Levittowns has now become the desirable prototype, these two glimpses of the largest of all Levittowns, namely, Los Angeles, should prove illuminating.

For hip critics, Los Angeles has now become the paragon of individual freedom for millions live in their very own tract houses. The tract houses, the critics point out, are loaded with stylistic extras, sold by the shrewd developer to personalize the monotonous homes, and thus providing for more individual expression than would be possible in architect designed housing.

These critics point out that if you add to this the absence of any inhibiting public transportation, we then have the city of freedom as well! Since, as everybody knows, the car will go anywhere. Of course, if you are poor and live in Watts and don’t have a car, you might actually starve to death since the nearest supermarket is 10 miles away.

The new status of Los Angeles has been sanctified in a book written by Reyner Banham, the distinguished English historian, entitled, “Los Angeles, the Architecture of 4 Ecologies.” It is a heavyweight (serious) book intended to change our attitudes about the whole urban scene. Banham takes a quick look at the beaches, the hills and the freeways, as well as the Los Angeles variety of highway pop, and concludes, in the vein of a local booster, that Los Angeles excels in “freedom, mobility, sun, sex and affluence for everybody.”

On the private car he has this to say: “The private car and the public freeway together provide an ideal — version of democratic urban transportation — door to door movement — on demand.” Banham goes on to state that the Los Angeles native when commuting in his car — “spends the two calmest and most rewarding hours of his daily life.”

The young Los Angeles critic, Peter Plagens, has a stinging review of this book and related attitudes in a recent issue of Artforum. His essay is entitled, “The Ecology of Evil,” and I would like to quote a few of his comments.

Plagens has this to say on the car: “You have a car in L.A. not because you want one, but because there simply isn’t any choice.

"The presiding spirits of Los Angeles, with trendy assists from visiting hipsters like Reyner Banham, say you gotta have a car. You gotta until somebody comes through the divider and crushes your legs, or until you move to Oregon, or until, as seems more likely every day, you simply cough to death with everyone else."

He goes on to make the following general observations: “L.A. is an elusive place; all flesh and no soul, all buildings and no architecture, all property and no land, all electricity and no light, all billboards and nothing to say, all ideas and no principles. Within ‘Greater Los Angeles’ more than seven million souls wheeze for survival; they cannot be written off. Los Angeles is the harbinger of America’s future — if we can save Los Angeles, he says, we can save anybody, everybody. But Banham, who’s exchanged the progressive architecture-reformer for establishment hip, doesn’t see it that way.”

Banham, indeed, does not see it that way for he concludes his book with this final blast: “There are many who do not wish to read this book. They have soundly based fears about what might happen if the secrets of Los Angeles were to be revealed. Los Angeles threatens the intellectual repose and livelihood of many architects and planners because it breaks the rules of urban design... for Los Angeles performs the functions of a great city.” (I think he is threatening us.)

Peter Plagens responds by saying that: “Pop art does teach new ways of perceiving Brillo Boxes. But when you get into architecture, it’s big casinos, real people’s real lives, and the pop-artiness of Banham and Venturi greases the slide into the moneyman’s pockets. When the frail, last defenses of the progressive architect are bartered on the counter of hipness, when a perceptive specialist takes a look at this obvious dung heap and pronounces it a groove, then we are in trouble. In a more humane society where Banham’s doctrines would be measured against the sub-dividers’ rape of the land and the lead particles in little kids’ lungs, the author might be shot as it is, we must try to laugh through our tears.”

The wave which Banham is riding is not, of course, of his making. For this we must give credit to Robert Venturi and an assist to Vincent Scully.

The billboards of Las Vegas are the new iconography, the implement by which the purpose of a building communicates itself to citizens of a consumer society. The followers of this movement feel the methods of commercial persuasion can be used for transmitting any architectural meaning. They argue that modern architecture is too utopian and too purist — that our environment is almost all right—if we would just be patient enough to take a look. Their claim is that solutions today do not lie in new life-style options or more satisfying configurations for our habitat but can be gained by forsaking idealism and facing up to realities.

For instance, the reality of the Las Vegas commercial myth — which Venturi interprets as folklore.

The force of the argument lies in its being populist and pro vulgarity. Venturi recommends "dumb and ordinary architecture" to be decorated by a billboard if there is a need for meaning. The billboard would then marry symbol to architecture in the same sense that toothpaste and sex are linked in the familiar jingle, "that Ultra-Brite will give you your mouth sex appeal."

To refer to the get-rich-quick myth of Las Vegas as reality seems like a cruel hoax.

The reality of Las Vegas is, in fact, the strike rich dream of ordinary people. To adopt this sad and impossible wish as a positive for establishment hip, doesn't see it that way.”
some of the recent and more noteworthy developments in who has the tallest you know what.

Height is the problem — and it might be solved by employing the devices recommend­ed by proponents of the new architecture just discussed. A market analysis firm has
been retained to determine which of these two solutions would be more welcome to the
ordinary New Yorker. I understand that the
MacDonald's sign has won out over the
Statue of Liberty by a wide margin. Standing
at the opposite pole of the movements I
have just mentioned are the utopian tech­
nologists. They are equally convinced that
architecture as we know it has no place in
the scheme of things. Their theoretical base
is, however, much closer to recent tradi­
tions, particularly futurism and constructiv­
ism, as we shall see in a moment.

Their most eloquent spokesmen are the
witty Archi-gram group, and in the place of
architecture, they propose the following:

The slide on your left depicts the electric
tomato. This device is so designed that it
will fulfill all your physical wants. It dispenses
food and hi-fi music while at the same time
being able to provide erotic gratification of
every kind, putting Hugh Hefner, of course,
out of business. The intention is to eliminate
kitchen, living room and bedroom (not to
mention a girl friend), by climbing into sort
of a space suit for protection from the ele­
ments — and pronto — buildings would
not be required.

Archi-gram experimented with various
forms of the plug-in life and finally came up
with its solution to the urban problem as
depicted in the slide on your right. It is the
walking city. The walking city is no doubt
the ultimate answer to the urban crisis in­
stead of struggling with an impossible prob­
lem you simply leave it and head for greener
pastures.

The constructivist position has, however,
an honorable tradition, including the work
of Mies van der Rohe. It is a position which
has enormous validity to this day. Construc­
tivism in architecture developed in a curious
manner at the time of the Soviet Revolu­
tion in Russia. Although I would like to dwell
on the constructivist aspects of building that
are of importance today and the kinship I
feel for it, I will discuss it here in another
context. It is the context of architecture and
revolution, or perhaps it is architecture and
revolutionary rhetoric.

The last few years have been years of
revolutionary rhetoric in architecture and
especially at the schools. It is, therefore,
interesting to take a quick look at the rela­
tionship of a truly significant architectural
movement and the revolution during which
it flowered. The slides are the celebrated
1923 design of the Vesnin Brothers for the
Pravda Tower in Leningrad on your right.

The other, Leonidov's elegant and utterly
contemporary scheme of 1927 for the Lenin
Institute.

The Pravda Tower is the crystallization
of what, then, was an entirely new invention
—the constructivistic aesthetic. Structure and
function are clearly expressed. They are
then combined with propaganda and infor­
mation devices to reflect the revolutionary
era. It is the first time, and probably the only
time, that non-architectural media — such
as the Red Flag, the rotating searchlight, the
digital clock, as well as the rotating
billboard, have so actively been integrated
into an architectural concept — (Venturi's
please note).

The clear articulation of the Pravda
building's structure and functional elements
such as the elevator, the transparency and
lightness of its facade, the expressionist
handling of design components and the
emphasis on the empirical origin of the con­
cept are all in turn the characteristics of
constructivism.

It really sounds very appealing today.
By accident or design, the Soviet Revolu­
tion occurred at a moment when a wealth
of avant-garde talent in Russia was ready to
explode into instant bloom. The artistic
explosion had a lot to do with the destruction
of the repressive Czarist regime. Its relation
with communism was probably opportunistic, for
the statements made by the great artists of
the era sound very confusing. Indeed, the
Pravda Tower design represented 'the will
of the proletariat.' The Lenin Tower was
hailed as "a triumph over the reactionary
forces."

A contemporary document stated: "Construc­
tivism is a method to find the best and
surest way towards the new socialist life.
"
The statement continues, "form for us is
an unknown quantity — form is determined
each time anew with reference to a socialist
goal which is then rendered in a revolu­
tionary manner," a statement which seems very
ironic when judged against the formalist
preconceptions on the screen. Constructiv­
ism was, of course, not socialist art, but
a sophisticated style!

Advances in architecture or art are made
by small elites whose ideas are usually 50
years ahead of public taste — whether it is
a communist public or an American. When
Lissitsky designed the Lenin Rostrum in the
slide on your left, the authorities and the
public caught on to the architectural sub­
version in their midst. The Lenin Rostrum is
a pretty wild concept showing off the possi­
bilities of the new style while suspending
the great leader precariously some 50 feet
in the air. How, indeed, would the great
leader get down in the event of a reactionary
plot cutting off power to the little elevator?
Within a span of three years, the construc­
tivists were denounced as the formalists
they were and scattered to the four corners
of the earth.

In 1933, the apartment house on your
right was built in Moscow and pronounced
as the true symbol of the proletariat's wishes.
The opulent style of the Czarist era was
now, and is to this day, the conception called
socialist architecture in the Soviet Union.
It should serve as food for thought for all
those whose rhetoric advocates the peoples'
choice over architectural style. I suspect
that the tide of rhetoric and rationalization
accompanying our work from one era to the
next are imitators perhaps — but they are
also smokecreens. Behind this smoke­
screen lies a phenomena as old as archi­
tecture.

A process fundamental to the flow of new
ideas and the period of time needed to
digest them. It is the pendulum that swings
back and forth between classicism and the
romantic attitude between constructivism
and expressionism. In that framework of
seeing, the Russian constructivists rep­
resented a new classifying force. They de­
developed a style which was ordering. They
attempted to establish an aesthetic system
that would create a consistent vision out of
the chaos of a decadent era and the revo­
lution.

The Lichtenstein Hot Dog on your left is
a classic frankfurter. It is the idea of Hot
Dog — totally removed from eating. It would
look fine over the mantelpiece. On the
other hand, the Oldenberg hamburger liter­
ally asks you to think of eating it even
though it is displayed at the Museum of
Modern Art. The Oldenberg creation is sub­
jective and diomysian, while the Lichtenstein
creation is objective and apollonian. The problems of
ordering aesthetic, a classizing wish,
are as much part of an architect's concern
as are the wish to reject an existing aes­	hetic to discover new formal possibilities
by means of more personal or subjective
experiments. I have certainly felt the pull
of both forces in my work. Both slides show
work of the distinguished sculptor-theore­
tician, Robert Smithson. On your left is one
of his earlier works, an illustration of the
neatly defined, minimalist position. Smithson,
in fact, was one of the primary theoreticians
of minimalism. Today, he has moved to very
different territory as can be seen in the slide
on your right — of a work entitled, "Wood­
shed partially buried by 20 loads of dirt."
He has rejected his earlier geometry and
formalism to explore the dimensions of a site
and a willful act of destruction. It is the
subjective, and if you like romantic attitude
of trying new possibilities with no impor­
tance attached to consequences beyond the
work itself.

In the work of Corbusier, it is difficult to
reconcile the splendid purism of his earlier
work with the expressionist possibilities of Ronchamp, for instance. When seen, however, in the context of his classical work occurring before the war and his expressionistic work of the Jaoul Houses and Ronchamp after the war, it is reasonable to assume that the horrors of the war era affected him deeply. After the war, the aesthetic systems of the twenties, the attitude of purism, may have appeared out of place, and the quest for a new formal expression developed in his work. Whatever the impetus for a change in attitude, the pull between an ordered aesthetic and a more free-swinging romanticism plays a major role in our work — certainly mine.

Even Mies' work has moved in between the two concerns of an ordering aesthetic, a classicizing wish on one hand and a more expressionist and experimental attitude on the other. The two slides illustrate these two opposing dimensions of his work beautifully. The plan of the early skyscraper, on your left, is lyrical and almost baroque. Whereas the plan of the apartments on your right is condensed and reduced to the essence of his later classicizing aesthetic. It is curious the Mies, capable of lyrical compositions, became more classical when the rest of the world of architecture, including Corbusier, moved toward a functional expressionism. These two buildings represent a ten-year span of time in my work, the house being the earlier design.

I suppose the structure of the house has some romantic overtones even though the base strives for repose on a hilly site. However, the plan has lateral symmetry, and the design falls within the classical mode which Mies made us understand.

The Agronomy laboratory at Cornell is composed of strongly expressed functional elements, such as fume hoods and electrical risers, inter-mixed with a structural grid. The structural grid serves as an ordering device counterpointing the action-oriented architecture of the laboratory services. Used to be very pleased when people asked, “What is that building doing?” It was finally dubbed the Brick machine. On your left a Computer Center designed by me some years ago follows the classical mode even more closely. Clearly articulated are the base, the column and entablature, as satisfying a way to build today as it was 2,000 years ago.

Another glimpse of the Agronomy building on your right illustrates the attempt at a composition deriving its energy not from repose but from a sense of involvement with the activities within and without the structure. Have we learned anything from the subjective and experimental experiments over the last few years? I think I have.

Le Corbusier's placement of the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts at Harvard, diagonally between the Faculty Club and the Fogg Museum, represents a significant breakthrough. The great ramp of the building leading through its major, orienting space was intended to straddle a major pedestrian route of student travel. The building is conceived as an extension of every student's life, whether he goes to class here or simply passes through.

It is not the exclusive Temple like a museum. The concept has become the opposite. Unlike a classical composition, Carpenter Center breaks down the wall of the street; its 2 Studio Wings are at entirely different scales. Each half of the building is designed to complement the two totally different neighbors on either side. The internal geometry of the plan is shifted or adjusted to permit these imperfections to become apparent. As a result, a composition is gained which uniquely relates to and enhances the specific context of setting. Certainly, Corbusier's Villa Savoye would look very much at home on Long Island and Mies' Crown Hall at Lincoln Center. The Carpenter Center, however, belongs only to its setting.

These schemes for a project at the Cooper Union illustrate this breakthrough as it has affected my work. The site is complex, located at the terminus of an avenue. Flanked by Peter Cooper's historic structure and 2 open squares, it serves also as the end point of historic Lafayette Street. The elevations of the structure are entirely different, each responding to the urbanistic situation faced by it. The slide on your right shows a solid wall punctured by some windows concluding the facades of Lafayette Street, satisfying the urbanistic needs of this aspect of the site. To your left, the slide shows a major vertical element marking the axis along 4th Avenue, while the diagonal wall interconnects the two open spaces. The floating horizontal walls attempt to maintain some visual closure to the open space it faces countering the diagonal thrust.

Both slides show our designs for a school for the retarded. The slide on your right shows the facade of the structure facing a super-highway. Its scale is that of the high-way, and its configuration acknowledges a turn in the road, by a bend in the actual volume of the building. The structure, then, engages the existing setting and becomes a topographical feature rather than a free-standing object.

The slide on your left shows the other aspect of the same structure. Away from the highway side lie the play terraces, school and community facilities. The scale here is small and fragmented into the small elements reflecting the myriad incidents of daily life. The intention is to achieve intimacy and a sense of place and belonging. Quite the opposite of the large-scale represented by this building on the parkway.

These slides are of a heavy virus research laboratory. As you can see in the slide on the left, the facade has a straightforward, constructivist geometry. It is a facade which, however, adjoins a group of low, existing buildings, and together they form a new entrance court to a college. To acknowledge the existing structures and to form a positive connection, the simple geometry of the glass wall is broken by bending its plane toward the old. The context is, thus, actively engaged. The other slide shows the plan which is a simple double-loaded corridor scheme. Laboratories on one side and offices on the other. However, the plan shows the splayed element — breaking the geometry into a specific form meaningful only at this site.

On your left is a clear picture of the heavy Lab Services of all kinds, including elaborate fume hood systems with special air ex-pellers that had to be provided in this structure. This slide also shows how these functional services have been given logical but also expressionist form. The plastic character of the wall derives from an articulation of the cumulative nature of the services arranged in a vertical plenum on the outside wall of the laboratories.

The slide on your right shows the concept of balance between a constructivist element — the glass enclosure and the more expressionist nature of the solid areas. It is a counterplay of glass as volume and masonry as mass. A constructivist aesthetic engaged in dialogue with functional elements not only acknowledged but fully articulated. This building also announces a major entrance to the campus for motorists some distance away. The large scale of the solid facade is designed to establish a presence at a great distance and, thus, to act as a marker.

When all is said and done, the compositions of the last few years have not convinced me that the end of architecture is at hand.

How is it possible that both Chartes and Paestum, each in their own way, can still command a solid grasp on our eyes and imaginations?

Has the vital quest for an aesthetic order ever been stated in a more gripping and powerful way than in this 5th century temple at Paestum?

And, on the other hand, has the wish for a new style, new possibilities of expression, ever been stated in more moving fashion than at Chartes?

The awe and kinship we can still feel for those monuments, so far removed from the 20th century, are witness to the fact that both classicism and a functional expression are the two poles marking the boundaries of change as we move from one set of contemporary needs to the next.
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JOE DURRANT Elected TO FELLOWSHIP

Joseph G. Durrant, veteran Wisconsin architect and civic leader, has been elected to the College of Fellows of The American Institute of Architects. Fellowship is a lifetime honor bestowed for outstanding contribution to the profession. Investiture of the newly elected fellows took place on May 7 at the Institute's annual convention in San Francisco.

Joe joins eleven other Wisconsin architects who may use the initials FAIA following their names to symbolize the esteem in which they are held by the profession. Fellows are: Edgar H. Berners, Joseph H. Flad, Ralph H. Kloppenburg, Maynard W. Meyer, Richard W. E. Perrin, Mark A. Pfaller, a member of this year's jury of Fellows, Julius S. Sandstedt, Allen J. Strang, Fritz von Grossmann, William P. Wenzler and Karel Yasko.

In addition to his practice with fully staffed offices in Watertown, Wisconsin, and Dubuque, Iowa, Joe Durrant has devoted time and energy for significant changes and far reaching improvements for the profession. He served on State Chapter AIA Committees and as President of the State Chapter. He also energetically serves on the National AIA Architecture for Health Committee, and was selected for the President of the United States' Public Advisory Panel in 1965 acting as Chairman of the Design Criteria Committee for General Services Administration. True leadership in his profession and advanced techniques for the practice of architecture by Durrant gained special attention by the Jury of Fellows.

Joe Durrant is the leader of the design team of his firm, Durrant, Deininger, Dommer, Kramer, Gordon, Architects and Engineers, which has executed more than one thousand projects and has won major design awards in four states, as well as national honors. The design for the Fond du Lac College campus received awards from the American Association of Junior Colleges and a national AIA honor award. The American Society of Landscape Architects gave his firm a merit award for the Dubuque, Iowa, town clock.

In addition to his practice, Joe Durrant has served as an architectural advisor to the mayor and council of his community for the past 30 years. He has been president of the Kiwanis Club and has served on a wide range of cultural committees and hospital, church, park and service boards.

Joe Durrant has served as a beacon in his performance as an architect in his community, the state and nationally and as the sole recipient in Wisconsin this year of this most distinguished honor by his peers, we join the Jury of Fellows of The American Institute of Architects in saluting Joe Durrant for this well deserved honor.
Let General Leasing assist you, the architect... in giving your clients a full service building package!

You design and build... General Leasing will show you all the advantages of leasing new, modern, efficient equipment to fill the complete facility.

With this full service package your client has only to concentrate on his job... and leave the rest to you and me!
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JANITROL
The Comfort Maker

Hundreds of combinations for complete comfort for business and industry

WEIL McLAIN
America's most complete Line of Cast Iron Boilers

Hundreds of combinations for complete comfort for business and industry

Commercial / Industrial
Series 68 Gas Unit Heaters

- 14 models — 30,000 to 400,000 BTU/hr. range. • Fast, economical suspension type installation. • Heat exchangers available in aluminized and stainless steels. • All units shipped completely pre-wired and factory-assembled.

Hydro-Wall
No. 94
Boiler-Burner Unit for light oil, gas/light oil and gas. 18 sizes.
Net load range:
1,763,500 — 6,060,900 BTU/hr.
hot water; 6,560 — 22,550 sq. ft. steam.

With a wide range of types and sizes in the Weil-McLain line, there's a heavy-duty commercial unit to fit every customer need. Gas, light oil, combination gas/light oil, heavy oil or coal — with capacities to 6,060,900 BTU/hr.
You're competitive on costs, too, because Weil-McLain gives you complete flexibility to meet every challenging job.

JANITROL Series 47
Combination Gas Heat Electric Cooling

"47" Series
APPLICATION: A gas-fired heating and electric air conditioning package unit for rooftop or slab installation in residential, commercial and industrial applications. Available in combinations of 120,000 BTU thru 600,000 BTU gas input heating, with 3-ton thru 20-ton cooling capacity. Accessory factory plenums and curbs available.

JANITROL Series 65
Outdoor Forced Air Furnace

"65" Series
APPLICATIONS: A gas-fired heating unit within a compact weatherproof cabinet for rooftop or slab installation in residential, commercial, and industrial applications. Unit is ideal for indirect fired make-up air installations. Available in 120,000 BTU, 200,000 BTU, 300,000 BTU and 400,000 BTU gas input sizes. Accessory factory plenums and curbs available.
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5020 W. State St
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1013 Jonathan Drive
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GREEN BAY
2442 Hutson Road
(414) 499-5961
If you haven't seen the IVANY BLOCK you've missed something important!

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM:

1. The vertical reinforcing of the wall can be put in the wall after the wall has been erected, until the construction joints. No "Treading" of blocks is necessary.

2. Horizontal reinforcing of max. ¾ dia. may be placed in the masonry wall without interrupting ¾” mortar joint.

3. The block is constructed in such a manner that a constant clearance is provided at the placing of horizontal and vertical reinforcing.

4. The void is large and of the same size in the vertical direction insuring an easy and complete filling of core.

5. The erection of this wall construction saves about 25% to 35% against the concrete wall poured with the regular form work.

6. The block wall also has a nicer appearance than the patched up concrete wall.

7. The Ivany Block complies entirely to the latest issue of "NCMA" Code, "Uniform" Code, etc.

Approved by the State of Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and by the cities of Cleveland, Ohio, Detroit, Mich., and Pittsburgh, Penn. Approval in more states is under process.

It is designed to yield performance and economy — plus give you what you would expect from a poured wall.

FALLS BLOCK & SUPPLY CO., INC.
Manufacturers of Concrete Products
N91 W17174 Appleton Avenue, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051 • (414) 251-8330
40 Ways You Can Be Sure When You Build

Skill, integrity and responsibility are requirements when you choose a general contractor... for that special "insurance" on your new building project, first consult one of the many fine general contractors listed below. You will be happier you did.

Bauer Construction Company Inc.
Bauer-Trinkl, Inc.
Becker Construction Company Inc.
Bell-Recht Inc.
Thomas H. Bentley & Son, Inc.
Berghammer Corporation
D. G. Beyer, Inc.
C. Bandy, Jr., Inc.
Dahlman Construction Company
The Drum Company, Inc.
Edward E. Gillen Company
A. Guenther & Sons Company
A. J. Heinen, Inc.
Hufschmidt Engineering Co.
Hunzinger Construction Company
Howard Immel Inc.
Jos. P. Jansen Co., Inc.
Jens-Popp Co., Inc.
T. V. John & Son, Inc.
Klug & Smith Co.
Knuth Masonry, Inc.
Kotze Construction Co., Inc.
James Luterbach Construction Co., Inc.
Nelson Incorporated of Wisconsin
O'Brien & Brauer Construction, Inc.
Steigerwald Construction Co.
Stevens Construction Corp.
Storm Construction Corp.
Syring Construction Co., Inc.
Tubesing Construction Company
Voss-Hoflicka-Redmond, Inc.
W & B Corp.
Woerfel Corporation

2733 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
CONTINUING CONCEPT OF CUSTOMIZED MASONRY

— FINGER FLUTE BLOCK —

Sizes 3\% × 7\% × 15\% — 7\% × 7\% × 15\% — 11\% × 7\% × 15\%

Available on Order

The Finger Flute Block adds lineation in a pattern and provides continuing variety of shadow play throughout the day.

West Bend Concrete Products Co.  
Phones  
West Bend 414-334-5557  
Milwaukee 414-273-2702

Appleton Concrete Products Co.  
Phones  
Appleton 414-733-4904  
Oshkosh 414-235-9000

Our credentials for serving your needs in

FOOD SERVICE

and STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN SYSTEM PLANNING

Call on us for

• Design Assistance • Specification Writing • Bids & Estimates
• Custom Equipment Manufacturing • Expert Installation

Creative Craftsmanship in Stainless Steel Since 1901

2202 W. Clybourn Street  
Milwaukee, WI 53233  
414/342-8820

KC-6
THE PLAYBOY CLUB APPRECIATED HAVING THE WISCONSIN CHAPTER, A.I.A., STATE CONVENTION AND WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ALL AGAIN SOON.

LAKE GENEVA PLAYBOY CLUB
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 53147  (414) 248-8811
Of All the Materials Used by Architects, the Only One Which Grows More Beautiful With Age Is Natural Stone.

Reredous wall of St. John The Evangelist Church, Twin Lakes, Wisconsin
Halquist Vincentian Mosaic
Architect: Rugg & Knopp, Inc.
Concept: Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.

Halquist Natural Stone is available in more than 100 varieties. This tremendous selection is available for your appraisal and inspection at our magnificent display gardens at our headquarters and quarry at Sussex, Wisconsin.
Halquist Stone has the world’s finest selection for every conceivable application.
You’ll appreciate the FREEDOM Total-Electric gives you... clients appreciate the VALUE

Because Total-Electric is so versatile, you’re free to design buildings the way you want to. But clients also appreciate Total-Electric’s value. It eliminates expensive first-cost items such as boiler rooms, bulky fuel tanks and unsightly smokestacks (which, incidentally, can add to air pollution). Total-Electric also requires less supervision... minimizes maintenance costs... and a system recovering heat from lighting and people, as in this school, cuts operating costs.

For more information about Total-Electric — and its costs — call us.

Wisconsin Electric POWER COMPANY

BEST BLOCK’S SPLIT FACED CONCRETE MASONRY

Structural and complete facing material in one unit • Cuts cost of labor by 50 to 60% • Available in homogeneous colors.

JUST ANOTHER WAY IN WHICH BEST BLOCK WORKS WITH THE ARCHITECT FOR SOUND DESIGN COMBINED WITH ECONOMY.
DOUBLE TEE WALL PANELS ARE FUNCTIONAL FOR ALL PHASES OF THE AMERICAN BUSINESS WORLD:
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS • RETAIL STORES • MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

Specifications

DEPTH:
12" to 15½", overall
WIDTH:
Up to 8'-0", nominal
LENGTH:
Up to 35' (We offer special designs for longer units as noted on page 7)

STEM DATA:
4'-0" o.c.; Project 10'; Taper:
5½" to 7½"

CONCRETE:
Minimum 5000 psi @ 28 days

REINFORCING:
Prestressing strands and mild steel to meet job requirements

INSULATION:
1" rigid styrofoam

HEAT TRANSMISSION:
(U) Value 0.16-0.19

FIRE RESISTIVE:
2-hour fire resistive capability

Practical Solutions to: special design considerations • fullest use of space maximum construction economies • flexibility • interior wall mobility

Double Tee Wall Panel components may be used for partial, full-story or multiple-story heights — for either curtain or load-bearing walls. They are available in plain, sculptured or exposed aggregate, and they may also include insulation materials for improved thermal characteristics.

J. W. PETERS & SONS. INC. / WEST MARKET STREET / BURLINGTON, WIS. 53105
414/763-2401, Burlington • 414/272-7222, Milwaukee • 312/467-8300, Chicago
MANUFACTURER'S REPRESENTATIVE WANTED

Midwestern Plastic Laminated Case work manufacturer is expanding marketing area and desires a representative in the eastern Wisconsin Area. Must have good sound reputation and ability to work hard with architects and contractors. Submit full resume to: G. A. Wellik, President, Lake Street Industries, 13435 Industrial Park Boulevard, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441.
Writing A Specification?

Get Manual Dexterity

The complexity of air systems being introduced into contemporary construction requires the complete step by step cooperation of everyone involved. To aid in this important designer/builder relationship, SMACNA has prepared a series of technical standards and manuals covering many areas of sheet metal construction. Using these standards in your specifications provides for equitable bidding on consistent standards of construction, saving all parties valuable time and money.

For more information and copies of the standards and specification outlines applicable to your work, contact:

SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS
OF MILWAUKEE
7635 W. BLUE MOUND ROAD, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53213
AREA CODE 414 258-8176

Breathe Easier...with a SMACNA Contractor
Sheet Metal & Air Conditioning Contractors National Association